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Mr. President,Ladies and Gentlemen:
We all give lip-service to the novel and unconventional in science,but when confrontedwith it in a
familiar area where our modes of thought are so
deeply entrenchedthat they have become "rules of
the game", we tend to resist.It is easyto be virtuous
when sandcastlescherishedby others are threatened
by the wavesof innovation. Virtue is much more difficult when our own favorite sandcastlesare threatened.
Thus, despitethe pious attitudes of sciencein the
abstract,the going can often be rough, when it comes
down to cases,for those who are truly original and
creative.The problem can be serious,even in one's
own immediate commr nity, where barriers to communication are minimal and numerousopportunities
exist for "thrashing things out" informally. These
difficulties are compounded,when the information
must filter through to a distant land where the relevant publications are not readily available and, if
found, are further obscuredby a veil oflanguage and
even alphabet. Translations help, but translators,
rarely professional scientists, are especially hardpressedwhen translating something conceptually
new.
Theseremarksmay help, I hope, to explain, if not
justify, the belatedrecognitionby this Societyof one
of the great petrologistsof our time.
D.S. Korzhinskii was born in St. Petersburg(later
Petrograd,and now Leningrad) at the end ofthe last
century. Son of the eminent botanist and academician, S.[. Korzhinskii, he spent his early years in
what was then the nerve-centerof Russian science
and culture, graduating from the lsningrad Mining
Institute n 1926.Among those providing his training
there were V.N. Lodochnikov and A.N. Zavaritskii,
successors
there to E.S. Federov.In the late twenties
and early thirties Korzhinskii spent much of his time
in the field, mapping in Kazakhstan and in the crystalline rocks of the Aldan Massif in easternSiberia.
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though also lecturing on metamorphism, during part
of this time, at Leningrad.
His early contact with geologicreality in the field
provided the stimulus for much of Korzhinskii's later
theoreticalwork. The rigors of field work in wild and
remote regionsalso developedhis talent for unusual
and resourcefulsolutionsto difficult problems.There
are many stories of Korzhinskii's deeds during this
period. Often retold, there are, by now, sevelal versionsof each.I will sharewith you one story, as I first
heard it: A boat carrying his party acrossa major
river capsized.Korzhinskii, then unable to swim, disappeared beneath the surface, much to the consternation of his companions. In a few ,moments,
however,the water someyards nearershorebeganto
boil and Korzhinskii emerged,took a great gulp of
air, and disappearedagain. Repeating this process,
leaping kangaroo-style from the riverbed, the future
Roebling medalistwasable to reachshoresafely.According to Dr. Korzhinskii, his actual method of
reaching shore was far less spectacular-but I like
the story and feel that it is a sincere compliment, indeed,to be the inspiration of legend.
Korzhinskii realized, early in his professional life,
that the solutions to many of the lassinaling problems of petrologywould require the aid of disciplines
such as chemical thermodynamicsthat were but a
minor part of the conventional geologic curriculum
of that time. Accordingly, with the encouragementof
one of his mentors, he embarked on a program of
self-education.This, combined with the demandsof
field work, meant that publicationswere sparsefor a
while. This courseof action would be most unwise in
the academicand professionalmarketplaceof today,
but it was clearly, here, the preparation of a firm
foundation for a brilliantly productive career in K6rzhinskii's middle and later years.
Korzhinskii's promise as a theoretician of petrology became apparent with the appearanceof four
memorablepapers.The first of these,in 1935,dealt
with metamorphic reactions involving a gas phase.
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The other three, in 1936,dealt, respectively,with the his major contributions has been to our understandmetamorphism of the marbles of the Aldan Massif, ing of the constraintsthat must be consideredin the
with Archaean granulites near Lake Baikal, and with treatment of open systems,namely that rock systems
application of the phase rule to open systems.The respondto variationsin the ambient valuesof certain
paper on the Aldan marblesis notable in that it pre- chemicalpotentialsaswell as to variationsin tempersentedideas and conceptsthat were not well under- ature and pressure.In dealing with such systemshe
stood in the West until the classicpaper published also showed that energy functions other than the
classicset of four presentedby Gibbs are often confour yearslater, in 1940,by N.L. Bowen.
Thesepaperswere so far ahead of their time that venient. To the conventionally-mindedof a decade
they receivedlittle recognition outside Russia, even and more ago this seemedan outrageousand unnecthough brief summariesin English or German were essary tampering with long-establishedprocedures,
appended. It is of interest that Korzhinskii sent cop- certainly upsetting, and possibly down-right wrong.
ies of each to Esper Larsen,then at Harvard. When Experimental petrologists,however, soon got the
Larsen retired he passedthem on to Marland Bill- message.Experimentswith systemsbuffered by conings,who, in turn, passedthem on to me when he be- trolled activities are now commonplace,whether or
came aware of my interestin such matters.They are not a specificinvestigatormay realjnethat the funcin fact, I have them tion that is minimized in the charge inside the capamong my prized possessions;
right here!They were a bit out of Larsen'sline, but in sule,when it equilibrates,is nol its Gibbs free energy.
one, the marginal comment, "Good!" is still clearly
Korzhinskii's honors in his native land have been
visible in Larsen'shandwriting.
many but it is fitting that we also honor him in recogln 1937,following the appearanceofthese papers, nition of the value of his contributionsto the world at
Korzhinskii becamea senior scientistat the Institute large. Mr. President: I am pleased to present the
for the Geology of Ore Deposits,Petrology,Mineral- Roebling Medalist for 1980:Dmitrii SergeevichKorogy, and Geochemistryof the Academy of Sciences zhinskii.
in Moscow,becomingdirector of the Institute for Experimental Mineralogy there in 1969.At the geologiAddendum
cal institutes of the Academy of Sciences,KorThe four pioneering papers referred to above by D. S. Korzhinskii found the environment for full realization of zhinskii. are:
his potential, as his numerous publications through (l) Thermodynamics and geology of some metamorphic reactions
subsequentdecadesattest. Much of this has been with separationof gasphase.Mem. Russ.Min. Soc.Ser.2 (1935),
summarizedin two major works: "Physico-chemical Vol. 64, No. l, 1-20, (in Russianwith German summary).
(2) Archaen marbles of the Aldan Platform and the problem of
Basis for the Analysis of the Paragenesisof Minerdepth facies.Trans. Central Geologicaland ProspectingInstitute,
als" (1957) and "Theory of Metasomvlis lsning" Moscow,No. 7l (1936),60 p., (in Russianwith English summary).
(1969).Thesehave now becomeclassicworks in the- (3) Parageneticanalysis of quartz-bearing,aknost calcium-free
crystalline schistsof the Archaean complex south of Lake Baikal.
oretical petrology.
A characteristicof Korzhinskii's writing is the skill Mem. Russ.Min. Soc.Ser.2 (1936),Vol. 65, No.2,247-280, (in
with which he applies sophisticatedgeometric and al- Russian with English sumrnary).
(4) Mobility and inertnessof componentsin metasomatism.In:
gebraic techniques to multicomponent, polyphase SourceBook in Geology,K.F. Mather, editor, Harvard University
systems,greatly extendingthe earlier methodsdevel- Press(1967), 291-3O3;originally in: Bull. Acad, Sci., U.S.S.R.,
oped by Federov,Niggli, Eskola and others. One of sect.math. and phys. sci., no. I (1936),35-60.

